Let your feet discover a new natural experience every day – a perfect description of the hiking area of
St. Johann in Tyrol, which is nestled between the
Kitzbüheler Horn and Wilder Kaiser mountains.
The enchanting region boasts splendid panoramas,
a fascinating Alpine backdrop, quaint little villages,
and cosy mountain and Alpine huts. From easy
hikes, to adventure trails for the family, to longdistance trails and demanding mountain tours, all
hikers will be able to find a personal challenge.

• 200 km marked hiking route
• Easy hiking in the valley
• Demanding mountain tours
• Hiking with cableway assistance
• Climbing routes
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The St. Johann
hiking region in Tirol

Hiking routes
close to the hotel
Eifersbacher Waterfall
The 25 metre-high waterfall cascades into the valley. Experience the full effect of the falls from the
top viewing point, and feel gentle splashes of water
on your face. This is particularly refreshing on hot
days. The hiking route starts and ends at the lti
alpenhotel Kaiserfels. The last few metres leading
to the waterfall are made easier with bridges and
steps.

Alpine pastures tour on the Kitzbüheler Horn
This circular tour (7) combines two highlight: the
Eifersbacher Waterfall, and part of the KAT longdistance route. Stop for a short rest on the Angerer
Alm, which you will reach at about the halfway
point, before returning to the hotel via the Schlosserbergsee lake.

kilometres, the KAT Walk is a route for ambitious and
experienced hikers. Starting from the hotel, it is just a
10-minute walk from the end of stage 5 to the beginning of stage 6.

Kalkstein – Baumooskogel
After a 5 minute walk, you will reach Circular Route
9. This leads to Oberhofen, and from there a forest
path will take you to the hamlet of Scheffau. Via the
Baumooskogelalm (1,506 m) and the Leiteralm, you
will reach Stockerhof, which invites you to rest in
picturesque surroundings. Back in the valley, the
route leads along the Grossache river to St. Johann
in Tyrol, and back to the hotel.
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Hiking holidays

Further hiking routes are available on our website.

•H
 iking routes for the family
• Long-distance routes: KAT Walk, Koasa Trail,
Adlerweg Trail, Jakobsweg Trail

KAT hiking trail, stages 5 + 6

lti alpenhotel Kaiserfels

The farms of Unterinntal, historic pastures, terrains
from the ice ages, Alpine flowers, the best-known
ski slope in the world, and a unique mountain panorama: – On 6 stages and across a distance of 76
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Quality assurance thanks to the
European Hiking Quality Mark

lti alpenhotel

Kaiserfels 

	The lti alpenhotel Kaiserfels opened its doors to
guests in 2015 and is situated in St. Johann in
Tyrol, Austria. The original building has been
newly renovated and extended by an exclusive
new building combining traditional, natural elements with design-oriented architecture.

Having been awarded
the European Hiking
Quality Mark, the
lti alpenhotel Kaiserfels
offers hikers a special experience, in the idyllic setting of the Wilder Kaiser mountains.
For over 12 years, the Quality Mark has guaranteed
compliance with quality criteria in all aspects of
hiking. The qualification process involves a precise
analysis of the strengths/weaknesses of the hiking
establishment, with specific instructions on how to
improve its hiking programme. Only hotels which
meet the strict quality standards will be awarded
the European Hiking Quality Mark.

Obligatory criteria for meeting
the quality standards:
•	Max. 10 minutes on foot from the hiking trail network (0.5 – 1.0 km from the hotel)
•	Certified hiking guide with years of experience
•	A weekly hike led by the owners
•	Guided hiking tour opportunities several times a
week
•	Information desk with hiking maps to borrow
•	Daily tour tips
•	Notice board with detailed hiking information
•	Detailed information on their website about hiking
•	Informative hotel brochure about hiking
•	Multilingual hotel staff

The Hotel at a Glance::

Qualification standards

• Located next to the Eichenhof lifts

Hiking hotels serve as a base camp, where holidaymakers start and end the day’s adventures. Here,
hikers can rest and regain their strength, ready for
their next adventure in the midst of nature. For this
reason, a welcoming and needs-oriented service programme especially for hikers is the foundation of an
ideal hiking experience. The assessment criteria can
be divided into four categories: Room, experience, information and service.

• 130 rooms and suites
• Large lobby with a reception
• Main buffet restaurant, Kaiser Bar and Rockbar
(managed by Kaisersports)
• Swimming pool, saunas & steam bath, fitness
area, massages & beauty treatments

•	Hiking equipment hire (backpacks, trekking poles,
thermos flasks)

Experience nature,
preserve nature
The countryside of the Kitzbüheler Alps is an excellent natural panorama, which invites you to explore
and discover. Explorers and athletes enjoy the natural landscape in their own way. So that everyone can
enjoy what the area has to offer, please follow a few
simple rules, namely:
1.	Respect and preserve nature – do not drop any
litter. Keep to the marked paths and trails.
Do not enter any pastures or fields which do
not have access paths.
2.	Respect wild animals and livestock – Do not
disturb animals by making too much noise.
Remember to close pasture gates.
3.	The right tour = more fun – Selecting the right
tour according to your personal ability ensures
an unforgettable hiking experience.

•	Hike starting point with signpost
•	General overview of the hiking route network
in the region
•	Water basins for cleaning shoes (indoors and
outdoors)
•	Drying area for walking boots and clothing
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• lti kids world: a variety of programs for all 4- to
12-year olds

